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Abstract
Public administrative and civil service reforms have widely been used as a popular strategy to bring about systemic changes in entrenched bureaucracies. The general tendency that occurred in Post-Communist states was to adopt comprehensive policy measures dealing with the efficiency and effectiveness of state apparatus. This paper examines the process of an attempted civil service reform in Russia starting from the first term of Putin’s Presidency. Based upon interviews with experts and senior public officials, it elaborates on the role of leadership, or the willingness of the national political elite to improve the system of public administration; the impact of path-dependency upon the course of institutional transformation; and finally, the role of reform strategy in the policy implementation process. The article concludes that the case of civil service reform in Russia may be explained by a combination of policy-making variables listed above. In addition, it highlights the transformation of the Russian policy-making system during the years of political centralization.
Introduction

At the end of the twentieth century, most post-communist societies had undergone a process of rapid political transformation, bringing about fundamental changes in scholarly approaches toward the state. Institutional reforms that swept away former communist countries at a speed unprecedented in recent history resulted in a retreat from centralized government and inspired hopes for the improvement of the quality of governance practices across the post-Communist region. Paradoxically, the majority of state efforts to rebuild public service in Central and Eastern Europe have failed to achieve their ultimate goals. Corruption, nepotism, and other negative consequences of post-communist transformation have flourished in the decade since the collapse of the Soviet system. Some countries, such as Russia, were driven downward on a scale of economic freedom in recent years; others improved slightly, but without any significant change in the nature of public governance.

In all stages of institutional restructuring, the implementation process was troubled by problems associated with the role of the post-Soviet heritage, as well as the strategy of reform process. Questions asked were as follows: what should be the scope and the time frame of reforms; how should it deal with the legacy of the post-Communist transformation; how does one combine top-down and bottom-up approaches in administrative change; and why do the national governments postpone public administrative reforms until nearly one decade since the collapse of Communism? Much of this debate intensified in recent years, when some of the Central and East European countries (CEECs), including Russia, demonstrated the lack of capacity to achieve any significant breakthrough in the operation of their public administration systems (Nunberg 1999).

In Russia, civil service reform (CSR) was implemented in several steps. The first step took place during the 1990s, and it was characterized by institutional inertia in the area of civil service. The majority of the Federal laws adopted during this period (The Law ‘On the general principles of self-organization’ (1995), the Law ‘On the basic principles of the civil service in the Russian Federation’ (1995), and others) were characterized by the lack of implementation measures, and they were rarely fulfilled in a systematic fashion. However, since 2003, public administrative reform (PAR), which included CSR as an essential component, has become a part of a comprehensive reform package aimed at achieving greater efficiency within the post-communist state apparatus. In July 2004, the Federal Council passed a new law, “On Civil Service in the Russian Federation” (Federal Law no. 79), which developed various innovative approaches to the organization of Russian civil service. Similar to other post-communist countries, a new civil service law in Russia has become a key point of reform and its management. However, as Beblavy (2002, 58) points out, “it would be a mistake to treat all policy measures as a reform.” Scholars observe that civil service reform in Russia has never been truly popular among regional and national bureaucrats. In this respect, the lack of improvement in terms of enhancing transformative capacities of Post-Soviet bureaucracies has yet to be explained.

---

1. Exceptional cases in terms of public administrative and civil service reforms included the Baltic states, as well as Polish, Hungarian and Slovak transitions (Meyer-Sahling, J. 2009).

One explanation is that the majority of administrative reform efforts were motivated politically, and therefore they have to be evaluated in a broader context of political transformation. The underlying assumption of this explanation is that at the start of the current wave of reform process, there was no genuine political will to reform, and therefore populist measures produced the discrepancy between the official goals and hidden agendas of national leaders, which resulted in the lack of reform progress.

Some scholars (Krasnov 2003; Obolonsky 2006; Gaman-Golutvina 2008; Jakobson 2010) argue that civil servants act as the main participants in the reform process; hence state bureaucracy cannot be trusted in a process that is likely to lessen its own power and privileges. An alternative hypothesis presented in my study suggests that the outcomes of civil service reform depend upon the nature of institutional design developed in Russia during the last several years. Based on the analysis of scholarly work mentioned above, it can be argued that public bureaucracy is not a uniform entity. It is split into groups with distinct transformative capacities that influence their ability to access policy-making decisions. Overall, this hypothesis may be linked to the attempt of public bureaucrats to block the process of policy implementation. At the same time, it highlights the specific organizational characteristics of the post-communist system.

Finally, there is a third hypothesis, suggesting that reform success is influenced by the content of reform strategy. The scope, timing, and sequencing issues need to be considered because of the fact that it is impossible to conduct comprehensive policy change if the conditions for this moment are not ready.

Given the fact that each of these hypotheses refers, in one way or the other, to the history of the post-Communist transformation, I have chosen the institutional approach to explain the case of civil service reform in Russia. The reason for this choice is the mechanism of path dependency that works well in explaining the cases of both policy continuity and the break with the past in public policy making process. Historical institutionalism describes institutions as “historically determined rules, norms, values and expectations that, at later historical stages, may independently affect outcomes when actors become wedged between old and new standards of behaviour” (Thelen and Steinmo 1992; Peters 1999; Nogaard 2000). The mechanism of path-dependency, in this respect, views the destiny of the transition development as preconditioned by the starting points of change (Temmes 2004).4

The study uses a variety of qualitative methodology instruments to assess the impact of key variables upon civil service reform progress in Russia. A large part of my research draws upon semi-structured interviews with senior public officials and civil service experts in Russia who were involved in a process of policy formulation and implementation during the last several decades. The sample of interviewees includes 35 experts who were referenced in major public policy reform committees, authors in academic journals, and within the circle of public policy professionals both in Canada and Russia. This study is complemented by the analysis of the federal legislation, statistical and sociological reports dealing with the process of CSR.

---

3. These hypotheses were developed by author, and they generate knowledge from various streams of scholarly work, rather than test the existing theories of policy-making process. For more information on the empirical foundations of my hypotheses please see the next section ‘The Nature of the Reform We Are Dealing With’.
4. For more information, please see Paul Pierson (2000) and Margaret Levi (1997).
In what follows, I observe the CSR and PAR in a historical perspective, outlining the basic stages of the reform process and the way in which Russian experience relates to the ongoing international trends. I discuss the scholarly literature on policy implementation process, and look into various explanations of reform progress in Russia, based on the empirical findings of my study (interviews with experts and public officials). At the end, I return to my hypotheses, trying to understand how useful they are in explaining the Russian case of civil service reform.

The Nature of the Reform We Are Dealing With

Administrative reform is one of the most dynamic aspects of modern states, as it deals with the core public sector, the administrative side of the government, and public management (Khan 2001). Since its introduction in 1960, administrative reform has been used as a popular strategy to bring about major changes in entrenched bureaucracies.

The wave of public administrative reforms that occurred between 1980 and the 1990s in Western European countries was guided by the ideas of the New Public Management (NPM) approach, directed toward a more flexible and efficient societal organization. Obviously, very few countries have managed to resolve all governance issues at once, even though comprehensive public policy changes were attempted nearly everywhere. Some of the technical areas of public administration reform, such as e-governance, proved to be more successful than others. However, the majority of states faced severe obstacles in tackling the problems of poor performance management, politicization of the civil service, corruption in government, and lack of trust.

Scholarly literature (Pressman and Wildawsky 1973; Matland 2005; Chakerian 2001; Shofield 2001; Sabatier 2005.) identifies several reasons for the lack of progress in CSR implementation process. One of the most obvious explanations originates in the strategic and tactical choices that policy-makers take at the stage of policy formulation (the decision-making process, the choice of policy instruments, and the strategy of reform). Another reason relates to the process of reform implementation, such as the lack of policy implementation mechanisms, the imperfections of policy assessment tools, tactical choices on behalf of policy implementers, and the behaviour of public bureaucrats. In more recent literature (Matland 2005; Chakerian 2001; Kingdon 1995) the problems of policy-making process were described as being mutually dependent. However, this idea is not new—for example, Hoppe in 1987 (582) asserted that the major problems at the stage of policy implementation emerge due to the disconnected cognitive levels and maps of reform designers, implementers, and target groups.

Explanations of policy-making progress in post-Communist states coincide greatly with some of the findings in Western liberal democracies. However, critics observe that in a transitional context, reformers tend to experiment freely with the newly available instruments of public policy, and they are more likely to come up with self-defeating reform projects that end up nowhere in terms of implementation. In this context, public administrative reforms risk impeding the operational capacities of national governments and therefore blocking some other important reform projects.

Nearly all explanations of policy-making processes in a transitional context include the structural, institutional, and voluntaristic components. For example, the majority of the empirical cases advanced by the leading policy-making institutions, such as the World Bank, or the UNDP program, emphasize the role of the strategy of reform, that is, the scope, the pace, the choice of policy instruments and policy implementers during the course of public policy change. Studies in
the Russian scholarly literature (Barabashev 2005; Kotchegura 2008; Gaman-Golutvina 2008; Oleinik 2009) suggest that success is defined by the range of factors that vary from the model of public administration state reformers are trying to build to the process of micro-implementation, which includes setting up the goals, strategies, activities, and contacts of the actors involved. Overall, the number of explanatory variables is immense, and not all of them are clearly elaborated.

Finally, there is a growing body of literature (theories of policy diffusion process discussed in Barabashev and Straussman 2005; Zhang and Straussman 2003; DiMaggio and Powell 1991) arguing that reforms are context-bound processes, and therefore, success of reforms depends on the way in which the newly developed institutions adjust to the pre-existent conditions within each particular case. In this case, the choice of approach (the strategy of reform) may also need to consider the pre-existing conditions of institutional transformation (such as the heritage of post-Communism).

The choice of hypotheses of my study, presented in the first half of this paper, centers around the role of political will, institutions and the strategy of reforms, and it is based upon the scholarly analysis and discussed above. The role of reform strategy and political will to reform are more clearly elaborated in Western policy-making literature (Matland 1995; Court and Cottrell 2004; Sabatier 2005), whereas the study of institutional legacies in policy-making system of Russia is practically non-existent. It is important to note that the area of public policy change in a transitional context is continuously challenged by the fact that the field is conceptually underdeveloped. It lacks concepts to grasp the complexity of post-Communist transformation, and it does not clearly distinguish among the diverse phenomena that influence the process of policy change. My interest lies in the opportunity to elaborate on those aspects of reforms in Russia that will contribute to a better understanding of policy-making process in a transitional context.

**Public Administrative Reform in Post-Communist States: The Case of Russia**

The start of public administrative reform in Russia was marked by the collapse of the Soviet Union and by the first attempt on behalf of the Russian government to redefine the legal basis for the civil service system. This effort coincided with the drafting of the Constitution of the Russian Federation in 1992, which was followed by the adoption of the federal law called ‘On the Basic Principles of the State Civil Service in the Russian Federation’ (1995, no. 119).

In 1997–8, a group of reform-minded political advisors (Vladimir Krasnov, Georgii Satarov and other experts who had worked closely with the presidential administration), introduced the ‘Draft Law on Public Administration Reform’ to President Yeltsin. This document contained harsh criticisms of the post-communist state apparatus and promoted the idea of an open, merit-based civil service system. The idea of reform was welcomed by the President and served as an important ideological foundation for developing a new reform agenda. However, due to the structure of the government’s priority-setting process at the time, the document has never been officially published.

In the year 2001, public administration reform became an issue of top priority on the agenda of the newly elected Russian government. Federal powers launched a set of comprehensive policy measures aiming to adjust the machinery of the state to the changing political context.

---

5. These theories originate within the body of developmental research. However, in recent years they found way into the studies of the post-Communist transformation (such as Barabashev 2005).
Most of these reforms went in line with the process of political centralization, the technocratic model of public administration, hierarchy of bureaucratic organization, and centralized control. Consistently, reforms attempted to achieve greater efficiency and responsiveness in the state apparatus via the functional and managerial reorganization.

One of the crucial challenges for the Russian government at the initial stages of reform process was to devise a coherent strategy that would make civil service system more efficient and organized. Political turmoil during the 1990s created favourable conditions for the growth of informal practices that helped former nomenclature stay in its old place. Thus when reforms started, policy-makers had to deal with the legacies of post-Communist transformation, along with the overly powerful body of state bureaucrats.

The process of policy formulation involved several important actors: (1) representatives of the presidential administration, (2) ministries and agencies of the Russian government, and finally, (3) expert research community based in the leading institutions of higher education (Institute of Strategic Research under the President, The Academy of Science under the President, Higher School of Economics). Very often, political actors relied on advice from the expert research community, which included scholars and practitioners specializing in the area of public service. These groups were exposed to the ongoing debate on PAR in foreign countries, and therefore they played an important role in adjusting some of the most innovative, foreign-born ideas to the conditions of post-communist transformation.

In the framework of the Federal program for reforming the state service (2003–2005), the federal government prepared and adopted several important laws. The first one was Federal Law no. 55, ‘On Public Service System in the RF’ (2003), which divided the public service system into three categories: the civil service, the police service, and the military service. The next law, ‘On State Civil Service of the Russian Federation’ (no. 79), emerged in 2004 as a follow-up to the newly established institutional framework discussed earlier. The ultimate goal of the law no. 79 was to profoundly modernize the system of goals, rationales, and operational principles of the post-Soviet bureaucracy; this included improved systems of remuneration, career promotion, conflict of interest regulations, job descriptions, and other measures dealing with the efficiency of state apparatus.

Experts interviewed in my study agree that the process of policy formulation has suffered from several important problems. First, there was a lack of clarity about the role that public servants were supposed to play in a transitional context (agreement on the ultimate goals of reform was not achieved). Second, the process has suffered from discontinuity between the proposals advanced by expert groups (the “discourse community”) and the ultimate outcomes of the negotiation process. One such example concerns Law no. 79, which changed quite radically several times during the time span of policy formulation process. A preliminary draft of the law had passed via several stages of reading in the State Legislature. However, when the time came for this law to be approved, experts discovered that the original project they worked on had changed significantly (Interviews 2010). Experts observe that various groups of public officials interfered into the process of policy formulation, thus undermining the ultimate goals of CSR.

Success in policy implementation process is usually identified with the outcomes that reform yields at the end of implementation stage, as well as with the ability of national governments to achieve policy goals formulated at the initial stage of political transformation. Polidano (2001, 1) argues that tactical choices in both the design and implementation of civil service reform can determine the ultimate outcomes of reform process. Meanwhile, researchers pay little attention to
the interaction between tactical and strategic choices, and therefore explanations of why reforms fail or succeed turn out to be unhelpful.

In the case of Russia, there is a large area of uncertainty associated with the reform implementation process. First, it is difficult to identify the cases of success and failure, as reforms seem to have been formally implemented in nearly all areas of public service. Second, various reform initiatives (anti-corruption, merit-based recruitment, performance-based pay system and others) were launched interdependently as a way to improve the existing institutional framework. These measures did not yet produce any significant changes, and any assessment of outcomes they yield would require a longitudinal study of policy-making process.

The experts surveyed in my study adopted an overly pessimistic view of the outcomes of reform process. Some of them argued that none of the goals formulated by policy-makers in 2003–4 were practically achieved, whereas other interviewees expressed their concern and dissatisfaction with the quality and content of the law. The study clearly demonstrates that such norms of the Law no. 79 (2004) as article no. 11 (‘The System of Ranks’), article no. 31 (‘Organizational Restructuring of Civil Service Institutions’), article no. 33 (‘Termination of Employment Regulations’) and article no. 50 (‘The System of Pay and Reimbursement’) entailed multiple difficulties during the time of implementation process (Tikhomirov and Gorokhov 2009). Other norms, which covered the standards of conduct and conflict of interest regulations required major systematic improvements, and they were not implemented over the period of five to seven years since the start of the reform.

The lack of progress in CSR implementation could easily be explained by insufficient funding from the federal powers (the lack of political will to reform). However, it could also be linked to the post-Soviet legacy and the mismatch between the strategy of reform and the overwhelming nature of the regulations that were necessary to adopt in order to make it work (the impact of path-dependency upon the nature of policy-making system in Russia). Overall, the discussion of public administrative and civil service reforms in Russia justifies the need to disaggregate the key factors of the policymaking process. How committed was the top-level political elite to the process of CSR implementation in recent years? To what extent did the strategy of reform fit with the pre-existing institutional structure of the Russian state? Finally, what were the legacies of the post-Communist transformation and how did they influence reform progress? In what follows, this article will discuss these questions with the goal of testing the initial hypotheses of this study.

**Political Will and Priorities of the Russian Government**

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, most post-Communist countries have struggled to reinvent their basic political institutions and to keep pace with the developments of the quickly changing world. The first generation of reforms in these societies included rapid systemic changes, such as privatization, macroeconomic stabilization, and liberalization of prices and trade. The second generation of reforms encompassed a variety of administrative measures aiming to reinforce the state’s capacity and ability to govern.

Scholarly studies (Cameron 2007; Way and Levitsky 2010) suggest that very few post-Communist countries have managed to maintain stable democratic institutions. With the exception of the Baltic states, the Czech Republic, Hungary (until recently) and other countries
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6. In this study, the will to reform is understood as a combination of leadership required for policy initiation process, and commitment to the reform process, based on policy continuity and legislative support.
that have quickly become part of the European Union, the quality of the democratic process deteriorated quickly across the region. In Russia, the centralization stage replaced informal decentralization following the Yeltsin era. These developments informed the majority of political reforms in Putin’s Russia, including PAR and CSR. More than anything else, they affected the style of the policy-making process in national and regional governments, leading to the adoption of hectic yet comprehensive reform strategies.

In Russia, the role of the central state in reforming the public administrative system was crucial. The Law no. 55, ‘On Public Service System’ (2003), and Law no. 79, ‘On State Civil Service in Russian Federation’ (2004), were both initiated by the presidential administration, and they were both incorporated into a single strategy of comprehensive institutional transformation.

The approach taken by the Russian government toward reforms could be described as overly dynamic and comprehensive. First, experts observe that at the start of reform process, it seemed to be impossible to initiate reforms in one area of public service without reforming all the others. Second, in a country like Russia, much work had to be done to overcome the historical legacies reproduced within the context of the Post-Soviet transformation. The type of change initiated by the Russian government required a significant amount of “transformative capacity” on behalf of national and regional bureaucracies; therefore, it may be observed that approach toward reform relied on the contextually inappropriate prerequisites of the reform process.

To understand the role of political will in civil service reform in Russia, it is important to consider the flow of the government’s priority-setting process during the time span of the reform, as well as the allocation of funds to the reform progress. Experts interviewed in my study observe that civil service reform attracted a greater amount of political support in the early 2000s than it did during the 1990s. The national government adopted over 30 normative acts dealing with the process of civil service reform implementation. However, in reality, CSR has never been placed as high on the agenda of the Russian government as other reform projects, such as public administrative, or state budget reforms. Starting from 2005, CSR initiatives have been toppled by the lack of consistency in the stage of implementation that was marked by the differential implementation progress in such areas as the process of rationalization, the development of job descriptions, standards of conduct and conflict of interest regulations. Furthermore, the funds allocated in support of the reform program have not been used efficiently, and as a result, reforms did not go through.

Another important issue to consider in explaining the role of political will to reform is the existing budget allocation process, and the way it changed during the last several years. Starting from 2003-2005, each annual budget in Russia has allocated a great portion of economic resources to foster the process of civil service reform implementation. For example, the Program of Civil Service Reform in 2003-2005, has funded the process in the amount of 539.1 million roubles ($18 million), whereas the Program on Reform and Development of Civil Service in 2009-13 received the increased amount of 691 million roubles ($23 million). Comparatively speaking, this funding appeared to be quite modest; however, in Russia, it could make a big difference. At least half of these funds went to a variety of research projects, whereas another half contributed to the actual processes of policy formulation and policy implementation.


8. For more information, please see Federalnaya programma Reformrovania i Razvitia sistemy gosudarstvennoi sluzhby (2009-2013), Rossiiskaya Gazeta Federalny Vypusk, no. 4867, 13 March 2009.
A great portion of the resources discussed above was used for scholarly research. Some experts observe that the money was ‘wasted’—not because research was useless, but rather because it became irrelevant during the subsequent stages of the policy-making process. Interviewees assert that scholarly findings and suggestions have disappeared quickly, as soon as they reached the doors of conservative departments in State Duma. Draft laws have changed multiple times, depending on the group of interested actors who got access to the system of policy-making, which made the life of scholars particularly difficult.

Summing up, it would be reasonable to observe that the actual political leadership in Russia contributed significantly to the process of civil service reform initiation. The presidential administration was the main actor of policy-making process in 2004-5; it has also demonstrated commitment to reform progress by adopting a number of programs and normative acts that were crucial for the success of policy implementation process. However, a variety of factors that were crucial for a comprehensive reform project initiated by the federal government (such as the change in political goals and priorities over the time span of reform and the lack of transformative capacities), have made CSR somewhat irrelevant in the eyes of the top ranking officials. Formally, policy-makers remained committed toward the goals of the reform process; however, in practice, they were unable to reach multiple goals of CSR project in a short period of time, and focused on reforms that were manageable within the existing political constraints (such as Public Administration rationalization process).

The findings of my study confirm the idea of the first hypothesis of my research suggesting that both CSR and PAR have to be evaluated in a broader context of recent political transformations. The process of political centralization that started in the early 2000s imposed constraints upon the CSR reforms by dictating the top-level priority-setting process, and the very start of the new wave of reforms became possible with the change of the political environment during the early 2000s. However, several interviewees of my study confirmed that the goals of CSR (2004-5) did not fit appropriately within the framework of the ongoing political developments, and the reform was difficult to implement in the existing policy-making context. The goal of President Putin during his first term in office was to create an efficient, centralized and responsive administrative machine that would effectively support his initiatives, whereas the goals of the newly adopted Civil Service Law extended further into the area of rational organization of the post-Communist state apparatus (ethics, transparency, accountability). Consequently, the process of rationalization took place in a more dynamic fashion than the development of ethical standards dealing with issues of behavior, transparency and accountability in public administration.

The study does not confirm the idea that CSR was a politically motivated reform project, i.e., it may not have been driven by the intention to maintain the status quo, or by the willingness to appease various groups within the Russian society (at this moment, there is no evidence in support of this argument). Experts observe that in the period of 2000-13, there was genuine political will to modernize the Russian bureaucracy, which is evidenced by the surprising degree of policy continuity in the area of CSR. What remains unexplained, however, is the hectic nature of the reform funding process, and the dedication of the national government to the comprehensive design of the reforms. Some explanations to this conundrum will be offered in the section on the Strategy of Reform process in Russia.
To understand the relationship between political dynamics and the process of civil service reform implementation, one must take into consideration the type of institutional design developed in Russia over the last several decades. It was previously observed that the set of political reforms initiated by President Putin during his first years in office were aimed to strengthen the control of the federal authorities over the rest of society. These reforms included efforts at subordinating regional governors to the federal center, the reorganization of the Federal Council, reforming the principles of operation of political parties, etc.

Putin’s quest for power produced both intended and unintended consequences for the nature of public choice institutions in Russia. One of the effects of these reforms was that the quality of democratic process significantly deteriorated, leading to the adoption of bad governance patterns. Another consequence was the lack of coherence in the existing policy-making system.9

Experts observe that in recent years, the system of public choice institutions was systemically skewed toward the executive. Needless to say, state bureaucrats acquired so much power and influence that they could easily dominate both the process of policy formulation and policy implementation. This process led to the lack of transparency and the narrowness of the circle of people who participated in the decision-making process.

The newly emerged institutional framework incorporated elements of both old and new Russia. In a nutshell, it was characterized by the following features: (1) the domination of the executive branch of power over the processes of policy formulation and policy implementation; (2) the diminishing accountability of political parties represented in the Russian Parliament to the public; and finally, (3) the lack of transparency combined with the narrowness of the circle of people who participate in the decision-making process.

Some experts (Krasnov 2003; Jackobson 2010) argue that the features of the existing institutional framework predetermined the failure of most political, social, and economic reforms in Russia. The domination of the executive narrowed down the circle of people involved in policy-making, whereas the lack of transparency and accountability impeded the process of reform implementation. Lev Jacobson (2010), the Vice Rector of the Higher School of Economics in Russia, argues that the Russian authorities adopted a “departmental,” or “agency-based,” approach toward administrative reforms. This choice profoundly affected the content of the new laws, as well as the pace of reform in general:

Given our relatively weak civil society and political parties, the main forum for representation and reconciliation of interests is provided by the executive authorities. Accordingly, government agencies and departments are the main actors involved in shaping the political agenda, as well as in its implementation. But the departmental (agency) approach to reforms is limited by definition. A radical agency project is a breakthrough in one relatively narrow area and is out of line with the general state of the public sector and public management. Such a breakthrough, first, is rarely successful on its own; second, it tends to produce unexpected effects in related areas; and third, it implies “bridge building” between
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9. For more information on how these processes were coupled with the change of center-periphery relations in Russia please see DeBardeleben “Fiscal Federalism and How Russians Vote,” *Europe-Asia Studies*, vol. 55, no. 3 (2003), pp. 339-363 (lead article).
the sector under reform and its environment. Such “bridges” include the numerous amendments to laws, which make them internally inconsistent. (Jakobson 2010, 6)

The structure of basic political institutions in Russia stipulates the overly powerful role of the executive branch of power. One reason for this is the existing constitutional design (presidential system as opposed to the parliamentary system). However, the majority of the informal policy-making institutions appear to be grounded in the dynamics of political reforms, as well as the changing priorities of the Russian government. Given the hectic shifts of the policy agenda in recent years, some laws and programs (among them was the Law no.79 ‘On Civil Service Reform’) emerged as a result of a rushed consensus among various policy actors with diverse interests and ideas regarding the future of public service in Russia. The process has suffered from the narrowness of the circle of people who make decisions; political commitments have changed over time, thus making it hard to fulfill some of the initial reform promises. Finally, the style of the policy-making process could be described as inconsistent and non-transparent.

In addition to the problems in the balance of power, the Russian executive system incorporates several other problematic areas. The government consists of a number of duplicating structures which do not seem to be working coherently on any policy initiative. The apparatus of the government, representing the right arm of President Putin, dominates the process of policy-making, and therefore it deprives other ministries with similar functions of any significant influence over reform content. All these processes, when combined, impede the effective coordination among ministries and agencies of the Russian Government, leading to the overall fragmentation of the policy-making process.

Summing up, this section of my study contributes to the second hypothesis of my research concerning the role of institutional design in the process of CSR implementation. The study suggests that the nature of institutional design developed in Russia during the last several years limits the circle of people participating in the process of policy formulation, and it splits the body of state bureaucrats in groups with conflicting interests and ideas (the most obvious split is between the higher-ranking and the lower-ranking bureaucrats, as well as between the groups belonging to different branches of power). An in-depth study of the nature of the body of civil servants in post-Communist Russia will be elaborated in the next phase of my research.

Reform strategy

It was observed earlier that the approach taken by the Russian authorities toward public sector reforms in the early 2000s was comprehensive by design, and it covered such areas as civil service, public administration, budget, taxation, and others. Civil service reform aimed at the profound change of the goals, rationales and principles of the existing system. Therefore, it relied on a deliberate reform strategy, with a selected choice of policy instruments.

Experts interviewed in my study observed that the strategy of civil service reform in Russia was marked by a radical break from the past of the early 1990s, as it aimed at redesigning the structure of the existing civil service system, with the goal of establishing policy implementation mechanisms for the newly adopted laws. However, in the early 2000s, the strategy of CSR has not been designed in a coherent manner, and therefore it incorporated several important problems. First, at the start of reform process, policy-makers approached comprehensive public administrative reform without considering the sequence of steps, as well as some of the existing temporal constraints of public policy change in a transitional context. (The Program of Reform in
2001 outlined mostly generic policy objectives). Second, the policy instruments necessary for reform progress were not clearly elaborated. The Law “On Civil Service Reform” (2004) incorporated such legal constructs as “conflict of interest,” “job pool,” “administrative standing order,” and so on. All of them were new to the existing institutional framework, and therefore the creation of policy implementation mechanisms consumed a great amount of policy-makers’ time.

Another major mistake was that reformers maintained the old patterns of policy-making and did not actively involve civil servants in the process of policy formulation. Contrary to the expectations of the research community, by the year 2010 there was a large pool of civil servants in Russia who did not understand or share the goals of civil service reform. Thus instead of providing support for reformation, civil servants were not receptive to the goals of CSR and they more likely to distrust the federal government, acting on the assumptions derived from their previous experience with the nature of decision-making processes in Russia.

Critics describe the view of civil service reform among lower-level bureaucrats as “resistance from within,” which emerged as a result of the dysfunctional reform communication strategy employed by the federal powers. One of the shortcomings of this strategy was that it did not pursue the goal of building alliances with the top-ranking and low-ranking public officials. Instead, it presented CSR as an ordinary change, one of many others they had to comply with.

Some of the obstacles to policy implementation process in Russia have emerged at the regional level. The enormous workload associated with parallel reform projects, as well as multiple conflicts over ideas, resources, and expertise in other areas of public sector created significant obstacles in CSR implementation process at the regional level. Thus, except for several outstanding regions such as Chuvashia, Kalmykia, St. Petersburg and Murmansk, the majority of territorial units in Russia did not take any interest in building comprehensive reform programs, and therefore they made little progress over the last several years (Interviews 2010; World Bank 2006, 7).

Overall, the findings of my study confirm the final hypothesis of this paper, suggesting that the content of CSR strategy (the scope of reform, the choice of policy instruments, as well as reform communication strategy) has also influenced the outcomes of civil service reform process. The overly comprehensive approach toward CSR, along with the choice of policy instruments were not appropriate within the existing policy-making process in Russia, and they have both relied on a path-dependent way of thinking about public policy change (viewing policy implementation as a top-down process, disregarding the scope, timing and sequencing issues in policy implementation process; believing that ‘it is not possible to reform one area of public policy without a comprehensive reformation of public sector’10, prioritizing a ‘control’ version of policy implementation over the process of building alliances with public officials and others). On the other hand, it is obvious that policy-makers have tried to maintain some level of policy continuity by advancing a set of policy implementation measures, such as adopting the Program on Civil Service Reform and Development (2009-13). This tendency represented a notable break with the past of the early 1990s.

---

10. This phrase is derived from the Interview conducted by author with one of the participants of the policy-making process (Fall 2010).
Conclusion

The case of Russia is interesting for a number of reasons. First, there is a question of leadership, or the willingness of the national political elite to improve the system of public administration. Second, there is a question of path-dependency and institutional transformation. Thirdly, there is a question of reform strategy, i.e. the scope of reform, the tactical and strategic choices made at the stage of policy formulation, and policy implementation process.

Results of my study support the main hypotheses of my research, suggesting that reform progress in a transitional context may be explained by a combination of such variables as political will, the strategy of reform and institutional legacies of the post-Communist transformation. First, the study suggests that political developments in the decades since the collapse of the Soviet Union informed the majority of public policy changes in Russia. Therefore, the success or failure of CSR has to be explored in a broader context of political transformation. The role of political will to reform in Russia was crucial at the initial stage of policy formulation process (early 2000s). However, the scope of ambition and political support significantly declined in recent years, which is evidenced by the structure of the government’s priority-setting process, resource allocation problems and other indicators of the will to reform.

The strategy of the reform process in Russia influenced the outcomes of CSR in a less obvious way due to the fact that policy-makers did not fully consider the timing, the scope and sequencing issues of policy implementation strategy. The strategy of reform adopted in the early 2000s relied on a path-dependent way of thinking about the process of public policy change, which included the view of policy implementation as a top-down process, the tendency to disregard the prerequisites of comprehensive policy change and others.

Finally, the findings of my study suggest that the newly emerged institutional system in Russia informed the majority of public policy choices in recent years. The Russian system of public policy-making incorporated elements of both old and new institutional frameworks, where the traditions of secrecy, the domination of the executive branch, and other legacies of the past appear to be closely intertwined with an intention to create a viable, modern, highly effective civil service system. This model largely affected the flow of information, knowledge, and practices concerning the goals and outcomes of the reform process, therefore it holds answers to the question on where ideas are coming from, as well as why and how they get rejected or transformed into policy projects.

Overall, both reform design and reform implementation processes in Russia involve a standard, path-dependent approach toward the enactment of new legislation. Thus to achieve any significant change in post-communist public service, one must start by reconsidering the operating principles of the policy-making system. This process includes the transformation of both formal and informal institutions as well as their intended and unintended outcomes.
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